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Magnetic moments of17N and 17B
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The magnetic moments of17N and17B were measured by using spin-polarized radioactive nuclear beams
which were obtained from the projectile fragmentation reaction. The observed magnetic moment of17N,
um~17N!u5~0.35260.002!mN , wheremN is the nuclear magneton, falls outside the Schmidt lines. By virtue of a
simplifying feature of nuclear structure inherent in ap1/2 valence nucleus, the deviation from the Schmidt value
is attributed on firm ground to admixing of the configurations in which two neutrons in thesd shell are coupled
to Jp521. This interpretation is confirmed in standard shell-model calculations. The calculations reproduce
fairly well the experimentally inferred amount of 21 admixture, as well as the experimental magnetic moment
itself. The magnetic moment for17B was determined asum~17B!u5~2.54560.020!mN . The result is substantially
smaller than thepp1/2 single-particle value, and the shell-model calculations indicate that the quenching ofm
largely stems fromJp521 configurations of thesd neutrons. The observed amount of quenching, however, is
larger than the shell-model predictions, suggesting an enhanced contribution of the 21 neutron configurations.
This result is explained if the pairing energy for neutrons in thesd shell of a neutron-rich nucleus is assumed
to diminish by about 30%. We also find that the use of the reduced pairing energy improves agreements in the
magnetic moment and low-lying energy levels of17N as well.@S0556-2813~96!05005-4#

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Ky, 21.60.Cs, 24.70.1s, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of nuclear structure has been tradition
based on data obtained in the region of nuclei close to
stability line. Recently, a new experimental method@1# to
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produce unstable nuclei has been developed. It uses the
jectile fragmentation reaction induced by an intense beam
heavy ions accelerated to energies of the order of 100 Me
nucleon or higher and relies on a scheme of the in-flig
isotope separation in terms of the magnetic rigidity and m
mentum loss in a degrader. It has enabled studies of li
neutron-rich and proton-rich nuclei, and measurements
properties such as masses, radii, lifetimes, and decay mo
have been performed. Several intriguing features have b
revealed in this class of nuclei, and interest in their nucle
structure has been renewed. As a further step, experime
studies which probe microscopic aspects such as the confi
rations of nucleons are most desirable.

We have been developing a method to obtain sp
polarized unstable nuclei by using the projectile fragmen
tion reaction, aiming at the measurement of nuclear m
ments. By its application we previously measured th
magnetic moments@2# and the electric quadrupole moment
@3# for 14B and 15B. In the present work, we report on the
measurement of the magnetic moment for17N ~Ip51/22,
T1/254.173 s, Qb58.680 MeV! and 17B ~Ip53/22,
T1/255.08 ms,Qb522.99 MeV@4#!. As discussed later, the
configuration of excess neutrons in17N can be determined
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53 2143MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF17N AND 17B
quite reliably from the experimental magnetic moment, o
ing to the unique feature of a nucleus having ap1/2 valence
nucleon. The data thus delineate how the excess neutron
coupled, which is prerequisite to understand the charact
tic features of neutron-rich nuclei. The nucleus17B, having
more than twice the number of neutrons than of protons
a two-neutron separation energy as small as 1.39 MeV@5#,
may represent a typical example of neutron-rich nuclei.
cent data suggested that17B is associated with a neutron ha
@6#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Production and implantation of polarized fragments

A beam of17N fragments was obtained from the fragme
tation of 18O projectiles at an average energy of 64
MeV/nucleon on a93Nb target of 0.429 g/cm2 thickness. In
order to have the17N fragments spin polarized@7,8#, the
emission angle and the outgoing momentum were sele
for the fragments. Thus the17N fragments emitted a
uL52.561.0° were transmitted to the fragment separa
RIPS @9#, where the momentum region ofp55.82–5.88
GeV/c was selected. A schematic view of RIPS is shown
Fig. 1. To attain the setting ofuLÞ0, which was essential fo
obtaining the nonvanishing spin polarization, a be
swinger installed upstream of the target was used. The
tope separation was provided through the combined ana
of the magnetic rigidity and momentum loss. An achroma
aluminum degrader of a wedge shape with a median th
ness of 426 mg/cm2 and a slope angle of 2.21 mrad w
inserted in the path of the fragment beam at the moment
dispersive focal planeF1. The degrader produced a mome
tum shift proportional toA2.5/Z1.5, which in turn was con-

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the setup for the production, se
ration, and implantation of spin-polarized fragments us
RIPS. D1 andD2 designate the dipole magnets,Q1–Q12 the
quadrupole lenses, SX1–SX4 sextupole lenses, andF1–F3 the fo-
cuses. The center value for the fragment emission angles up to
can be chosen by using the beam swinger which consists of a
of dipole magnets. The NMR apparatus for the measurement o
magnetic moments is installed atF3.
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verted by the second dipole magnet into a physic
separation of the isotopes at the focusF2. HereA and Z
denote the mass and charge numbers of the fragment.
term ‘‘achromatic’’ means that the slope of the wedge thic
ness is tuned such as to attain a constant relative momen
lossdp/p for the actual fragments, so that the achromatici
for the fragments is restored by the second dipole, which
almost symmetrical to the first one. The fragments we
identified by means of the measurement of the energy loss
a 500-mm-thick Si detector located atF2 and the time of
flight ~TOF! between an anode signal of a position-sensitiv
parallel plate avalanche counter~PPAC! @9# at F2 and a
signal synchronous with the primary beam, derived from th
accelerator rf system.

The 17N fragments were transported fromF2 via a quad-
rupole triplet to the setup schematically shown in Fig.
They were implanted into a graphite stopper placed at
center. The material for the stopper was chosen to provid
spin-relaxation timeT1 which is longer than the nuclear life-
time. A static magnetic fieldB05247.5 mT was applied to
the stopper in order to preserve17N spin polarization.

Similar procedures were taken for the measurement of
17B magnetic moment. For the production of17B fragments,
a beam of22Ne at an average energy of 94.4 MeV/nucleo
and a93Nb target of 1.07 g/cm2 thickness were used. An
emission angle ofuL51.561.0° and a fragment momentum
window of p57.13–7.57 GeV/c were selected. An achro-
matic degrader with a median thickness of 1638 mg/cm2 and
a slope angle of 8.67 mrad was chosen for the isotope se
ration of 17B. The production cross section for17B was esti-
mated to be as small as;100 nb based on the systematic
and the use of the simulation code of Ref.@10#. In order to
overcome the difficulty due to the small production yield,
relatively thick target and wide momentum region were ch

a-
g

15°
pair
the

FIG. 2. Experimental arrangement for the nuclear magne
resonance measurement. A beam of polarized fragments from R
is introduced as indicated by the arrow.C1 andC2 are plastic
scintillators used for the tuning and monitoring of the fragme
implantation into the stopper.C1 is used also as the veto scintil-
lator in order to reject the backgroundb rays emitted from the
degrader. A static magnetic fieldB0 is applied with the poles of an
iron-core electromagnet. An oscillating magnetic fieldB1 is applied
by using the rf coil wound around the stopper. Theb rays emitted
from the fragments implanted in the stopper are counted by t
b-ray telescopes above and below the stopper.
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sen. In addition,b-ray telescopes with solid angles 2.5 time
larger~50% of 4p in total! than those used in the17N experi-
ment were developed. The rejection of background eve
due to cosmic rays was implemented by a veto scintillat
which, in conjunction with ab-ray absorber, was installed
behind eachb telescope. After such improvements in th
apparatus, a count rate ofb rays as large as 3–4 counts/s w
obtained. A stopper consisted of a stack of six Pt foils, ea
140mm thick. The relaxation timeT1 for B isotopes in Pt at
room temperature is known to be much longer~*300 ms for
17B @11#! than the17B lifetime of 7.26 ms. A static magnetic
field of B05100.0 mT was applied to the stopper.

B. Detection of the nuclear magnetic resonance

The magnetic moments of the fragments were measu
by means of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!. After the
polarized fragments were implanted in the stopper, a rad
frequency oscillating fieldB1 was applied in the direction
perpendicular toB0 by exciting a rf coil mounted around th
stopper as shown in Fig. 2. In order to detect the NMRb
rays emitted from the fragments in the stopper were detec
by using plastic scintillator telescopes located above and
low the stopper.

In the present experiment, the adiabatic fast pass
~AFP! method of the NMR technique@12# was applied. In
this method, the frequency forB1 is swept over a region of
width dn. If the region includes the Larmor frequencyn0,
which is given by

n05
mB0

hI
, ~1!

the spins of the implanted fragments are reversed through
NMR. HereI andm denote spin and magnetic moment of th
fragment nucleus, andh is Planck’s constant. The reversal o
the fragment spins is detected through the observation of
up/down asymmetry in theb decays of the fragments. Th
angular distributionW~u! for theb rays emitted from nuclei
with the spin polarizationP is given by

W~u!511
v
c
AbP cosu, ~2!

where u denotes the angle between the direction of theb
emission and the axis of the nuclear polarization,v andc the
velocities of theb particles and of light, andAb the asym-
metry parameter. For the sake of simplicity we take the
proximation thatv/c.1, since only a high-energy portion o
the b spectrum was included in the analysis. Based on
observed@13# ~calculated@14#! decay scheme, the value o
Ab for the decay of

17N ~17B! is estimated as10.57~20.81!.
Then the up/down ratioR of theb-ray yields is expressed a

R5a
~11AbP!

~12AbP!
.a~112AbP!, ~3!

wherea is a constant factor representing asymmetries in
counter solid angles and efficiencies. When the polariza
P is altered due to spin reversal, a change appears in the
R. Thus the resonance frequencyn0 is derived from the ob-
served peak or the dip in theR spectrum.
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The measurement was performed in the time sequen
illustrated in Fig. 3. The beam in the17N ~17B! experiment
was pulsed with a beam-on period of 1 s~8 ms! and a beam-
off period of 11.03 s~10 ms!. At the beginning of the beam-
off period, the oscillating fieldB1 was applied for 15 ms~1
ms! duration, with its frequency swept fromn1 to n11dn.
Then theb rays were counted during the following 11 s~8
ms!. In the remaining 15 ms~1 ms!, the oscillating field was
applied again in the same scheme in order to restore the s
direction so that the up/down ratio in the succeeding cyc
might not be affected by the surviving activities. In the fol
lowing n21 cycles, the above procedure was repeated, w
the range of the frequency sweeping fromni to ni1dn ( i
52,3,...,n), and then a cycle without the application ofB1
was performed. Thesen11 cycles, as a unit of cycles for the
n-point spectrum measurement, were repeated many time
obtain a sufficient counting statistics. The numbern of the
frequency points typically took a value of 3–7.

The time sequence of the measurement described ab
was controlled by a CAMAC module, a programmed se
quence generator~PSG!, which was specially designed for
this purpose. The sequence was expressed as a train of s
each of them representing the instantaneous values of
frequency and amplitude of theB1 field, the beam on/off
flag, the gate signal for the counters, and the duration tim
for the step. The step data were loaded into a memory of
PSG module. When a signal level at theRUN input of the
PSG became high, the sequence started from the initial s
The PSG continued to run until the low level was detected
the RUN input at the end of the unit of cycles. The block
diagram for the sequence control is shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. Time chart for the NMR measurement.Tbeam, Trf , and
Tcount are the lengths of time for the beam bombardment, the app
cation of the rf field, and theb-ray detection. rf-i , for i51,2,...,n,
refer to the measurement cycles with theB1 field frequency swept
over ni throughni1dn, while the cycle withoutB1 application is
denoted by ‘‘rf off.’’
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53 2145MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF17N AND 17B
III. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

The time spectrum obtained for theb-ray events in the
17N experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The spectrum was fitt
with an exponential function with the known half-life@13#
T1/2~

17N!54.173 s and a constant background. The result
x2 value of 1.15 confirmed that the17N isotope was correctly
identified in the implantation procedure. In the case of17B,
theb-ray time spectrum was fitted with the same function
form, but with T1/2 as one of the fitting parameters. Th

FIG. 4. Block diagram of the electronics for the control of th
NMR measurement. PSG, programmed sequence generator; D
digital-to-analog converter; DBM, double-balanced mixer. The P
produces a beam-blocking signal, a gate signal for theb counting,
and digital data which specify the frequency and amplitude of
B1 field, according to a list of data preloaded into the PSG mem
from a computer through the CAMAC interface.
d

ng

al
e

result,T1/255.0760.21 ms, was in good agreement with th
reported value for17B, T1/2~

17B!55.0860.05 ms@15#.
In Figs. 6 and 7 the up/down ratioR observed as a func-

tion of the frequencyn of theB1 field is plotted for
17N and

17B. In these plots, a deviation ofR from the value obtained
without application of theB1 field ~denoted as ‘‘rf off’’ in
the figures! indicates the occurrence of a spin alteration b
the AFP method, as discussed in Sec. II B. Note that17N and
17B have opposite observed deviations. This is due to the f
that the signs of the asymmetry parametersAb are different,
while the polarizations of these two fragments have the sa

e
AC,
G

he
ry

FIG. 6. NMR spectrum obtained for17N, with the bin widths~a!
dn/n59.9% and~b! dn/n51.2%. For each experimental point the
statistical error and the width of the frequency sweep are indica
by the vertical and horizontal bars, respectively. TheR value with-
out application of the rf field is indicated by the horizontal line, an
its statistical error by the shadow. After them value was found to lie
in the region~0.340–0.375!mN from the result~a!, the measurement
was made by dividing this region into seven narrow bins in~b!. For
the fitted curve in~b!, see the text.
-

FIG. 5. Time spectra obtained
for theb-ray events in the17N and
17B experiments. The curves show
the result of a least-x2 fitting of an
exponential plus a constant back
ground to the data.
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2146 53H. UENO et al.
sign. The degrees of polarization obtained for17N and 17B
were both around21%.

To obtain the peak frequencyn0, the observedR spectrum
for 17N was fitted with a functionR~n! given as

R~n!5C1expF2C2expS n2n0
s D 2G1C3 . ~4!

Here C1, C2, C3, and n0 are the free parameters for th
fitting. The functional form~4! was chosen so as to repro
duce the result of a computer simulation of the AFP sp
reversal process. In the simulation, the motion of a fragm
spin I , with the magnetic momentm5gmNI , was assumed to
follow the classical equation of motion,

dI

dt
5
gmN

h
I3B, ~5!

where B5B0eZ1B1cos@2pn(t)t#eX. eZ and eX denote the
unit vectors parallel to theZ andX directions, respectively.
Starting from a given direction ofI at t50 and by changing
the frequencyn(t) of theB1 field linearly in time, the value
of I at t5Trf when theB1 field was switched off was calcu
lated. Such calculations were performed forI ~t50! values
distributed accordingly to a given polarizationP. ~In the ac-
tual setup, the field strengthsB0 andB1 had nonuniformities
over the stopper area, and also theB1 strength changed in
time because of its frequency dependence. Such details
also included in this simulation.! The resulting average
P85^I Z&/uI u at t5Trf should represent the polarization aft
the AFP process, and therefore the ratio2P8/P plotted as a
function of the median frequencyn5@n~0!1n~Trf!#/2 should
give an expected shape of theR~n! spectrum. In fact, the
2P8/P curve calculated under the actual conditions in t
17N experiment showed a trapezoidlike shape as represe
by the form~4!. The value of the width parameters in Eq.
~4! was determined by comparing the obtained2P8/P curve
and Eq.~4!.

The fitting yieldedn051329.661.6 kHz as the peak fre-
quency for17N, with a rather good accuracy of 0.12%. B
low, in the assignment of the error to the experimental m
netic moment, however, the width of the frequency swe
dn/n0560.60%, was quadratically added to the above er
of n0 from the fitting procedure. Thus the experimental ma
netic moment of17N was deduced as

um~17N!u5~0.35260.002!mN , ~6!

wheremN denotes the nuclear magneton. No correction w
made for the Knight shift and chemical shift since their e
fects are considered to be much smaller than the experim
tal error assigned tom. The Knight shift is estimated as
K.7.831025 from the Korringa constantT1T52.73104 s K
reported for13C @16#, and the chemical shift normally take
the order of 1024–1025 @12#.

For the case of17B, we first show in Fig. 7~a! the result of
a NMR experiment with a broad-bin frequency sweep.
this plot theR value for a sweep over the frequency regio
1192–1278 kHz is compared with that obtained without a
plication of theB1 field ~denoted as ‘‘rf off’’!. This result
was obtained after several runs searching for the resona
in a 30% wide frequency region. TheR value in Fig. 7~a!
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showed a significant~4.0 times the standard deviation!
change and thus indicated that the resonance frequencn0
lay in this frequency region.

We then made a seven-bin measurement with a much
rower bin width ofdn519.2 kHz. The NMR spectrum ob
tained is shown in Fig. 7~b!. The experimental magnetic mo
ment of17B was deduced by least-squares fitting, as done
17N. In the present case of17B, however, the functional form
of R~n! employed for the fitting is quite different from the
17N case: A computer simulation of the AFP process,
described before, was done under the instrumental condi
employed for the17B experiment. The resulting2P8/P
curve exhibited a shape which could be well represented b
simple Lorentzian form. This apparent difference in t
shape of the spectral function stems from the large differe
between theB1 amplitudes used for the two cases. The sha
of the spectrum in the case of17B was strongly influenced by
a broadening effect due to the largeB1 amplitude, while in
the 17N case the broadening due toB1 was much smaller as

FIG. 7. NMR spectra obtained~a! in a single-bin and~b! in a
seven-bin search measurement for the17B magnetic moment. For
the notation, see the caption of Fig. 6. In~a!, theR value obtained
for the frequency binn51192–1278 kHz showed a clear chang
from the rf-off value by 4.0 times the standard deviation, indicati
that the resonancen0 was included in this frequency range. In th
succeeding run shown in~b!, the above frequency range was de
ided into seven bins in order to determine a finer value ofn0.
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53 2147MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF17N AND 17B
compared to the widthdn of the AFP sweep.
Thus, by fitting a Lorentzian function

R~n!5
C4

~n2n0!
21~G/2!2

1C5 ~7!

with the fixed width parameterG526.4 kHz, to the experi
mental spectrum, the experimental magnetic moment of17B
was deduced from the dip frequencyn051293.762.5 kHz
and the width of the frequency sweep,dn/n0560.75%, as

um~17B!u5~2.54560.020!mN . ~8!

The Knight shift for B spins in Pt is known@11# to be neg-
ligible compared to the error assigned above, and there
the correction was not made.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Configurations of the 17N ground state

In an extreme single-particle model, the ground state
17N is represented by a proton in thep1/2 orbit, for which the
Schmidt moment is given asmSchmidt520.264mN . The ex-
perimental magnetic momentmexpt52~0.35260.002!mN
~hereaftermexpt will be assigned a negative sign taken fro
the value ofmSchmidt! shows a substantial deviation fro
mSchmidt. Most remarkably, the deviation is outwardly d
rected, while most of the experimental magnetic mome
fall into the region between the Schmidt lines@17#. This
systematic tendency of magnetic moments is explained
the first-order effect of theM1 core polarization@18#. The
outward deviation of the presently obtainedmexpt, however,
is well understood by considering the specific nuclear st
ture of the17N ground state, as discussed below.

Considering the16O as a core, the17N ground state is
predominantly described by one hole in the proton 0p shell
and two particles in the neutronsd shell. Possible effects
which give rise to the deviation ofm from its single-particle
value mSchmidt, may be investigated in the following tw
steps.

~i! Let us first assume that the neutrons are couple
form Jp501 and examine the polarization effect of the p
ton core. In this case, since the protons alone have to car
angular momentum and parity which correspond to the
pirical spin and parityIp51/22 of 17Ng.s., the proton con-
figuration is uniquely assigned to one with ap1/2 hole~unless
the 2\v or higher excitations are considered!. Thus no po-
larization effect of the proton core is expected, and the m
netic moment is just given by the single-particle mom
mp1/2

for thep1/2 proton. If we take the bare magnetic ope

tor,mp1/2
reduces to the Schmidt momentmSchmidt. In order to

make the discussion more quantitative, however, we inc
the effects @19,20# of the meson exchange currents a
second-order configuration mixing by taking the effectiveg
factors@21# of Ref. @19#. Then the single-particle moment
given as

mp1/2
5^p1/2um̂up1/2& ~9!

5^p1/2ugl l̂1gsŝ1gp@Y2~ r̂ !3 ŝ#up1/2& ~10!

520.276mN , ~11!
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where the notation of Ref.@19# is followed. For definiteness,
we hereafter write the configuration under consideration h
asc05u(pp1/2)21

^ @(nsd)2#J
p501

&J
p51/22

.
~ii ! In the next step the influence of configurations wit

the sd-shell neutrons coupled toJpÞ01, which may mix
with the dominating configurationc0, is examined. Since the
last proton inc0 resides in thep1/2 orbit, theM1-type con-
figuration mixing is highly suppressed, as pointed out b
Noya, Arima, and Horie@18#. This hindrance of the admix-
ture of theJp511 neutron configuration, along with the ab
sence of the proton core polarization as described in~i!, is
considered as the reason why the inward deviation ofm from
mSchmidtdoes not occur. Then, the most likely configuration
which can admix toc0 and alter the magnetic moment ar
those with the sd neutrons coupled to formJp521,
such ascA5u(pp3/2)21

^ @(nd5/2)
2#J

p521
&J

p51/22
and cB

5u(pp3/2)21
^ @(ns1/2)(nd5/2)#

Jp521
&J

p51/22
. This pre-

sumption indeed holds true in the shell-model calculatio
presented in the next subsection.

Thus the17N ground state may be modeled in the follow
ing wave function:

c5c0c01cAcA1cBcB . ~12!

Here the contribution of the neutrond3/2 orbit is neglected
for the sake of simplicity. The magnetic momentm is then
expressed as

m~17N!5^cum̂uc&

5c0
2^c0um̂uc0&1cA

2^cAum̂ucA&1cB
2^cBum̂ucB&

~13!

in terms of the diagonal matrix elements of the magne
moment operatorm̂,

^c0um̂uc0&5mp1/2
, ~14!

^cAum̂ucA&52 1
3mp3/2

1 2
5md5/2

522.01, ~15!

and

^cBum̂ucB&52 1
3mp3/2

2 1
3ms1/2

1 7
15md5/2

521.54. ~16!

In Eq. ~13!, the off-diagonal term betweencA andcB , which
arises from thegp term of the effective operatorm̂, has been
neglected because of its small size.

We can easily understand from Eqs.~15! and~16! that the
mixing of the neutron 21 configuration causes the magneti
moment to shift outward from the Schmidt line, because tw
matrix elementŝ cAum̂ucA& and ^cBum̂ucB& have negative
sign. We also note that these matrix elements are disti
tively larger than that for the major configuration^c0um̂uc0&.
This implies that even small probabilitiesucAu2 and ucBu2

may substantially influence the value of the magn
tic moment. By setting^cum̂uc&5mexpt we obtain ucAu2

10.73ucBu254.4%. Thus, to accommodate the^cum̂uc& to
the experimentalm value, a total~4.4–6.0!% admixture of
the configurations withsd neutrons coupled to 21 is re-
quired.
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B. Comparison with shell model calculations

In Fig. 8 the experimentalm~17N! value is compared with
the results of shell-model calculations. Two different sets
effective interactions were used. The first one, referred to
PSDMK in Ref.@14#, consists of the Cohen-Kurath interac
tion @22# as thep-shell part, the Preedom-Wildenthal inter
action @23# as thesd-shell part, and the Millener-Kurath in-
teraction@24# as thep-sd cross-shell part. The second one
referred to as PSDWBT, consists of the Warburton-Brow
interaction@25# as thep-shell andp-sd cross-shell parts and
the USD interaction@26# as thesd-shell part. As shown in
Table I, for both interactions the configurationsc0, cA , and
cB account for more than 99% of the17N ground state, indi-
cating that the modeling in Sec. IV A is well justified. In th
following, we define the deviationdm of the 17N magnetic
momentm~17N! from the single-particle momentmp1/2

as

dm[m(17N)2mp1/2
. The calculations with the PSDMK and

PSDWBT interactions predict the deviation a
dm520.055mN and20.065mN , respectively, in fairly good
agreement with the observationdm520.076mN . In terms of
the amount of the neutron 21 admixture, the PSDWBT~PS-
DMK ! calculation yields a total 2.8%~4.6%! probability to
be compared to the empirically obtained range~4.4–6.0!% in
the previous subsection.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the experimentalm value ~exp! for 17N
with the theoretical predictions. For the symbols denoting the the
ries, see text.

TABLE I. Wave function for the ground state of17N calculated
with the PSDWBT and PSDMK interactions. The coefficientsci
~i50, A, andB! are defined in Eq.~12! in the text.

Symbol Configuration

Probability uci u
2

PSDWBT PSDMK

H~pp1/2!
21

^ @~nd5/2!
2#0

1

~pp1/2!
21

^ @~ns1/2!
2#0

1

~pp1/2!
21

^ @~nd3/2!
2#0

1

63.4% 62.8%
c0 26.9% 25.1%

6.5% 6.7%
cA

(pp3/2)
21

^ @(nd5/2)
2#2

1 2.2% 3.8%

cB (pp3/2)
21

^ @(ns1/2)(nd5/2)#
21 0.6% 0.8%

Sum 99.5% 99.3%
of
as
-
-

,
n

e

s

In the above calculated values fordm as well as for the 21

component, a slight tendency to be smaller than the exper
ment might be noticed. This point will be investigated later
in the next section in conjunction with the17B result.

C. Magnetic moment of 17B

The experimental magnetic momentmexpt for
17B is plot-

ted in Fig. 9, together with those for the other odd-mass B
isotopes. Themexpt value, as a function of the mass number
A, takes a maximum atA513, where the neutronsd orbits
are vacant, and shows a steep decrease for largerA. Thep3/2
proton single-particle value is calculated asmp3/2

5

13.80mN . The mexpt values are substantially smaller than
mp3/2

. The quenching ofm atA513 is well accounted for by
the first-order effect of theM1 core polarization@19#. The
magnitude of this effect is found to be almost independent o
A, and therefore the extra quenching observed forA.13
should be explained by other mechanisms.

The results of shell-model calculations with the PSDWBT
interaction are shown in Fig. 9 by open circles connected
with thin lines. ForA513, the calculatedm reproduces the
observed moment well, and the quenching ofm~13B! is found
to stem from theM1 core polarization in terms of the off-
diagonal matrix elements between the@(pp3/2)

3#J
p53/22

and

@(pp3/2)
2

^ (pp1/2)#
Jp53/22

configurations. ForA.13, the
calculatedm decreases, and the inspection of the resulting
wave function reveals that this extra quenching ofm for
A.13 is produced by the admixing of configurations with
the sd neutrons coupled toJp521, just as the excessm is
produced in the17N nucleus. The observed quenching, how-
ever, is larger than the calculations, suggesting that the co
tribution of the component withJp521 sd-shell neutrons is
underestimated in the PSDWBT calculation.

Figure 9 also includesm values calculated with the PS-
DMK interaction. For17B, the calculatedm appears in rather
good agreement with the experiment. However, the mass

o-

FIG. 9. Experimental and theoretical values ofm for the odd-
mass B isotopes. Exp, the experimental values; PSDWBT, th
shell-model calculations@14# with the PSDWBT@14,25# interac-
tion; PSDWBT ~0.7V01

std!, the PSDWBT calculations withuV01u
values reduced by 30% @i.e., the three matrix ele-

ments ^(d5/2)
2uVu(d5/2)2&J

p501
, ^(s1/2)

2uVu(s1/2)2&J
p501

, and

^(d3/2)
2uVu(d3/2)2&J

p501
are multiplied by a common factor 0.7#;

PSDMK, the shell-model calculations with the PSDMK@24# inter-
action.
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53 2149MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF17N AND 17B
number dependence ofm is not reproduced well by the PS
DMK calculation. We also note that calculations with th
interaction failed to reproduce low-lying energy levels of16N
and 17N @27#. In view of these facts, we consider that thi
agreement ofm~17B! is not satisfactory and further investi
gate the comparison of the experiment with the PSDWB
calculations in the next section.

V. IMPLICATION OF THE RESULTS

A. Analysis in terms of reduced pairing energy: The17B case

As shown in the preceding section, the experimental ma
netic moment of17B suggests that the contribution of th
Jp521 neutron configuration is larger than the shell-mod
calculation with the PSDWBT interaction. In this section w
investigate for a while a physical implication drawn from
such a phenomenon. The tendency for a neutron pair
couple toJp521 rather thanJp501 should be largely gov-
erned by the difference between the two-body matrix e
mentsVJ52,T51 and VJ50,T51 of the shell-model interac-
tions. HereVJ,T denotes a diagonal matrix element of a two
body effective interaction in a channel with angula
momentumJ and isospinT, for particles within thesd or-
bits. Thus, in shell models, the contribution of the 21 cou-
pling increases when either the pairing energyuV01u is re-
duced or the energyuV21u is increased. From this point of
view, it is interesting to note that a signature for the dimi
ished pairing energy is given by recent study of binding e
ergies for the neutron-rich C isotopes@28#. They show that
calculations with the WBP interaction@25# systematically
predict overbinding for the even C isotopes16C, 18C, and
20C.

The PSDWBT calculation was performed with reduce
uV01u values for thesd neutrons. As indicated by a dotted lin
in Fig. 9, the agreement is gained for the17B magnetic mo-
ment whenuV01u is reduced by 30%. The mass-number d
pendence ofm from A513 to 17 is also reproduced quite
well. As going toA519, the predictedm rapidly decreases. It
would be interesting to measure the19B magnetic moment,
but the measurement would require substantial improvem
in the 19B yield. In Fig. 10 theVJT values for the neutron
~d5/2!

2, ~s1/2!
2, and ~d3/2!

2 configurations are plotted. The

FIG. 10. Diagonal two-body matrix elements (VJT) of the
PSDWBT interaction for the neutron [(d5/2)

2] J, [(s1/2)
2] J, and

[(d3/2)
2] J configurations. The thick dashed bars indicate the effe

of the 30% reduction ofuV01u from the standard value.
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30% reduction inuV01u of the PSDWBT interaction is indi-
cated by the dashed line.

B. Cases of17N and other isotones

As seen in Sec. IV B, the17N magnetic moment is ac-
counted for within~0.01–0.02!mN accuracies by the PSDMK
and PSDWBT models even without altering theuV01u value.
We note, however, that the predicteddm values show in
common a tendency to be smaller in magnitude than t
experiment. This implies that the contribution of theJp521

neutron configurations may be slightly underpredicted, sin
dm for 17N mainly stems from thecA andcB components as
shown in Sec. IV A. It is therefore worthwhile to examin
the above hypothesis of the reduced pairing energy also
the case of17N and other nuclei.

In Fig. 11, the theoreticalm and the low-lying energy
levels of17N are plotted for severaluV01u values. As evident
in the figure, a 30% reduction ofuV01u leads to a remarkably
good agreement with the experiment concerning the ma
netic moment. Moreover, the energy levels become bet
reproduced by the calculation.

We next investigate the pairing energy in terms of obser
ables other than the magnetic moment. The binding ene
difference between17N and 15N is calculated as 9.16 MeV
with the PSDWBT interaction, while it is found to be 8.37
MeV experimentally. A 30% reduction of the pairing energ
leads to a calculated values of 8.15 MeV, showing mu
better agreement with the experiment. This may indicate t

ct

FIG. 11. V01 dependence of the calculated magnetic mome
~lower! and normal-parity levels~upper! of 17N. The calculations
are made with the PSDWBT interaction and withV015V01

std ~th-1!,
V0150.7V01

std ~th-2!, orV0150.3V01
std ~th-3!, whereV01

std stands for the
standard value ofV01 taken in @14#. The experimental ones~exp!
are also shown.
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TABLE II. Comparison of the experimental and calculated magnetic moments~in unit of mN! for the
N510, odd-Z isotones. The calculations are made with the PSDWBT interaction by using~a! the standard
values ofuV01u anduV21u, ~b! 70% of the standard value foruV01u, and~c! uV21u augmented by 1 MeV from the
standard value.

Nucleus mexpt

~a! ~b! ~c!

mcalc dm/mexpt mcalc dm/mexpt mcalc dm/mexpt

15B ~1!2.650 ~13! 2.865 8.1% 2.727 2.9% 2.832 6.9%
17N ~2!0.352 ~2! 20.341 23.2% 20.352 0.1% 20.352 0.0%
19F 2.628868~8! 2.706 2.9% 2.723 3.6% 2.722 3.5%
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the pairing energyuV01u in
17N is smaller than assumed in the

standard shell model.
The hypothesis of the reduceduV01u in neutron-rich nuclei

is further examined for theN510 isotones15B, 16C, 18O, and
19F in Table II and Fig. 12. These nuclei have two neutro
in thesd orbits in common with the17N nucleus. Thep shell
for protons, however, is open for the first two nuclei, while
is closed for the others. The experimental and calcula
magnetic moments for the odd-Z, N510 isotones are com-
pared in Table II. The calculations were made with the P
DWBT interaction and by changing theuV01u or uV21u values.
The agreement of the calculation with the experiment for t
15B magnetic moment is drastically improved by the 30
reduction of uV01u. In contrast, the same reduction worsen
the agreement in the magnetic moment of19F, which has the
closed protonp shell. A similar trend is observed in the
energy levels in16C and18O, as shown in Fig. 12. The 30%
reduction ofuV01u improves the agreement in the16C levels,
whereas the calculated excitation energies become too low
the case of thep-shell closed isotone18O. All these observa-
tions are consistent with an assumption that the reduction
about 30% in theJp501 coupling energy for thesd-shell
neutrons takes place in neutron-rich nuclei whose protonp
shell is open.

VI. CONCLUSION

The capability of the intermediate-energy projectile fra
mentation reaction to produce spin-polarized unstable nuc
has enabled to extend the measurement of magnetic
ments to the neutron-rich nuclei17N and17B.

The experimental magnetic moment obtained for17N is
s
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e
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-
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found to be considerably enhanced in magnitude from
single-particle value. An analysis of the enhancement, ba
on the simplifying feature intrinsic to a nucleus with ap1/2
valence nucleon, provides reliable information on the grou
state wave function. Shell-model calculations give a fai
good account of the observed magnetic moment, though
experimentalm~17N! may be slightly larger than the calcula
tions.

For 17B, the observed magnetic moment was found to
overquenched as compared to the standard shell-model
culation. The overquenching inm~17B! is ascribed to an en-
hanced contribution of theJp521 neutron configurations.
This result is accounted for by assuming that the pair
energy for thesd neutrons to formJp501 is considerably
reduced. This phenomenon of the reduction in thesd-
neutron pairing energy may be considered as manifesta
of the weakening of the coupling between excess neutr
and a core, in nuclei far from stability. For example, th
theoreticalV01 value for twod5/2 neutrons in Ref.@29# in-
cludes correction of21.06 MeV from the renormalization of
the two-body interaction due to the polarization of the co
The experimentally inferredV01 reduction of 30%, amount-
ing to a 0.82-MeV reduction ofuV01u for the ~d5/2!

2 configu-
ration, implies an 80% quenching of the renormalization c
rection. It is interesting to note here that also the neut
effective charge was indicated to diminish by 80% in t
measured quadrupole moments of15B @3#.

The above idea of a weakened coupling between exc
neutrons and the core naturally implies that the reduction
the pairing energy is a phenomenon characteristic of wea
bound nuclei. We must, however, draw attention to the p
-

-
s

t

FIG. 12. Dependence of the calculated low
lying energy levels for16C and18O on V01 and
V21. The calculations are made with the PSD
WBT interaction, and with the standard value
for V01 andV21 ~th-1!, with V01 reduced by 30%
from the standard value~th-2! or with V21 low-
ered by 1.0 MeV from the standard value~th-4!.
In the last case, only the matrix elemen

^(d5/2)
2uVu(d5/2)2&J

p521
was lowered. The ex-

perimental data are also shown~exp!.
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sibility of another scenario. The reduction ofuV01u also im-
proved agreement in the magnetic moment and low-lyi
levels of17N. Similar improvements were obtained for othe
N510 isotones whose protonp shell is open, while the
agreement was worsened for those with a closedp shell.
These observations might suggest that the presence of a
ton hole in thep shell is essential for the reduction of th
sd-neutron pairing energy. This point remains a subject
further investigation.
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